
 
Monthly Mental Health Day of Prayer 

August 2022 – Small Businesses 
We pray for small and medium sized businesses; in the midst of economic and social crisis, may they 

find ways to continue operating, and serving their communities. 

August 8, 2022 - Daily Moments 

WITH JESUS IN THE MORNING 

Thank the Lord for the small businesses that provide employment and  tax revenue to support their community. 
Pope Francis’ prayer intention this month is for small businesses and today is the monthly day of prayer for 
mental health. Today’s Gospel teaches us that paying taxes is something even Christ did.  He instructs Peter to 
pay the census tax for “me and for you”. Small businesses and their employees support the community by 
generating tax revenue that can be used to support public services, such as mental health care. Ask Mary to be 
with small business owners and their employees. Our Father … 

WITH JESUS IN THE AFTERNOON 

Take a moment to draw your heart nearer to the Heart of Jesus Christ. Remember that our work is a way to 
serve others. The Way of the Heart helps us to recognize the challenges of the world with the eyes of Jesus and 
to mobilize us for prayer and service. We can serve others by sharing our gifts through our work.  Pope Francis 
asks to remember “work anoints with dignity.”  

WITH JESUS IN THE NIGHT 

God has been present in your place of business and  through your entire day of work and is with you now as you 
rest God. Be thankful for the work that you were able to do today. Ask for forgiveness if you were not sensitive 
to the mental health struggles of those you encountered at work today.  Ask God to help you remember co-
workers who struggle with mental health challenges. Pray that God guides you to find ways to support them in 
their struggles and give them hope. What can you do tomorrow to accompany them? Hail Mary … 

 

SCHOOL OF PRAYER CARD 

Prayer for Mental Health Ministry in the Church 

We pray that mental health ministry becomes an integral ministry in the Church that is available in every 
Catholic parish and community. We pray for the elimination of the stigma and discrimination that people living 
with a mental illness encounter. 

Monthly day of prayer for Mental Health -August 

We pray that small and medium sized businesses find ways to support the mental health needs of their 
employees and those they serve. 

People who live with mental health challenges and illnesses should be welcomed into businesses without fear of 
stigma or discrimination. Pope Francis has said that diverse workplaces “open the way for different people to 



 

find the most appropriate context for developing their gifts, since not everyone has the same abilities and 
predispositions.” 

The Association of Catholic Mental Health Ministers (https://www.catholicmhm.org/click-to-pray) 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA POST 

Pray for small businesses to support the mental health of their workers. 

“Work anoints with dignity.” Pope Francis 

 

BLOG 

Title: Small Businesses and mental health 

Press Summary: Small businesses can support the mental health of their employees and those they serve. Work 
gives dignity and supports those who are facing mental health challenges. 

Pope Francis often refers to businesspersons as having a “noble vocation” of service.  He recognizes the 
importance of small businesses that seek to “ creatively produce wealth and diversify production, while at the 
same time making it possible to create jobs. Because I will never tire of referring to the dignity of work.” 

Work supports us in our efforts to take care of our mental health and live with dignity.  Pope Francis has said: 
“Those who do not have work feel that something is missing, that they lack the dignity that work gives”. He says: 
“Work, to use an image, "anoints" us with dignity, fills us with dignity, makes us similar to God, who has worked 
and still works, who always acts.” 

Yet, we need to be careful to find the right balance between work, rest, family life, and our spiritual life.  We 
cannot let our work overcome us and lead us to ignore other aspects of our life, especially our relationship with 
Jesus Christ. Pope Francis has recognized that “overwork and work-related stress cause many people to 
experience extreme exhaustion —mental, emotional, affective, and physical exhaustion.” 

The leaders of small businesses can help their employees take care of their mental health and live a balanced 
life.  Pope Francis reminds businesspersons that  “It is crucial to pay special attention to the quality of the 
working life of employees, who are a business’ most valuable resource; in particular by fostering harmony 
between work and family”. 
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